Abstract. In this paper, we constructed a dynamic searchable encryption CP-ABE scheme (DSE-CP-ABE)which is based on cipher text index. The scheme combined the existing cipher text strategy of access control scheme, extended inverted index structure, and introduced the trusted third party, which not only realized the cipher text sharing, but also supported for local update of the cipher text.At the same time we used the Proxy Re-encryption to ensure the backward and forward security. Compared with the existing access control schemes, this scheme significantly reduces the number of times of local updates, and is of higher security, reliability and practicability.
Introduction
Cloud storage is used as a basic service because of its low cost, but how to guarantee the legal user data confidentiality and access has been the focus of cloud storage.In the literature [4] , the KP-ABE scheme is proposed by using the property of the private key embedded in the user's additional identity information. In the literature [6] , a kind of strategy is designed, which supports the LSSS access structure. The literature [7] proposed an AB-ACER cryptographic access control scheme. Zhou Qing etc [9] proposed a KP-ABE scheme, which combines the Lucene inverted index and the homomorphic encryption. But the above scheme cannot realize the local update of the cipher text. Literature [5] extended the inverted index and achieved the local update of the ciphertext, but it can't share of ciphertext.Aiming at the above problem, this paper proposed a dynamic access control scheme based on the cipher text index. It not only accelerated the cipher text search speed, but also realized the cipher text sharing and dynamic alterations of cipher text. [10] CP-ABE algorithm usually has following steps: (1) Setup :Input a random number r ,calculate 
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The scheme includes four entities: the trusted third party(TTP), the data owner(DO), users(U), cloud storage service provider(CSP).The scheme is shown in figure 3 .1:
The scheme includes key generation, encryption, file local update , attribute change algorithms. 3.1Key generation:
algorithm Setup of document [10] to generate public key PK and master key MK and using the CT CK c .CK is used as the access control section, and c is used as the data segment of the cipher text retrieval.
(3) Re-encryption: after Do uploading cipher CT to CSP,CSP will re-encrypt it before the storage. It includes the cipher text and the encrypted index re-encryption.
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Re-encrypt cipher text: According to the re-encryption algorithm of the AB-AECR [7] to generate the re-encryption cipher text : ( , , , )
File local update
File update, including add and delete file. Firstly, it must obtain the encryption key K .We can obtain K by the algorithm Decrypt of reference [7] . Users use K to generate the corresponding add or delete tokens, then CSP re-encrypts the token and updates the cipher text index and the cipher text. .
(1) Generate token: By the algorithm AddToken of the DSSE scheme [5] to generate the add token a  , the cipher text (2) Re-encrypt token: Let a  be represented as c by algorithm Re Encrypt of literature [7] ,and get the 
Conclusion
In this paper, for the traditional CP-ABE local update, which is based on the security index, a new dynamic CP-ABE is proposed. The scheme improves the search efficiency, realizes the file sharing and the local update of the encrypted data, and ensures the security when the attributes change.
